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United States Department of the Interior
B UREAU OF OCE AN ENERG Y MANA( iEMENT
WASHIN( i TON, DC 20240-000 I

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-BOEM DIR
Sterling, VA 20166

Telephone (703) 787-1818
Facsimile (703) 787-1209

April 5, 2017
Via Electronic Mail

RE: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request No. BOEM-2017-00083

This letter is in response to your FOIA request dated March 13, 2017 and received by the
Headquarters FOIA Office for the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) on March 14,
2017. Your request was assigned request number BOEM-2017-00083. Please refer to this
number in any future correspondence with our office regarding this request.
Description of the Requested Records

You requested a copy of all letter correspondence at the BOEM to or from the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) during calendar year 2016 and 2017 to date.
The Bureau's Response to Your Request

We are writing to you today to provide you with the Bureau's final response. The Bureau
located 16 pages that are responsive to your request. A copy of these documents are attached
and are being released to you in their entirety.

We have classified you as an "other-use" requester. As such, we may charge you for some of our
search and duplication costs, but we will not charge you for our review costs; you are also
entitled to up to 2 hours of search time and 100 pages of photocopies (or an equivalent volume)
for free. See 43 C.F.R. § 2.39. Inasmuch as there were no billable costs incurred for this request,
it has been processed at no charge to you.
Mediation Services

The 2007 FOIA amendments created the Office of Government Information Services
(OGIS) to offer mediation services to resolve disputes between FOIA requesters and Federal
agencies as a non-exclusive alternative to litigation. Using OG IS services does not affect your
right to pursue litigation. You may contact OG IS in any of the following ways:
1

Office of Government Information Services
National Archives and Records Administration
8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS
College Park, MD 20740-6001
Email:
Web:
Telephone:

ogis@nara.gov
https :// ogis. archives. gov
(202) 741-5770

Fax:
Toll-free:

(202) 741-5769
(877) 684-6448

Please note that using OGIS services does not affect the timing of filing an appeal with the
Department's FOIA/PA Appeals Officer. You may also contact the Bureau' s FOIA Public
Liaison, the undersigned, using the information below.
Conclusion

This concludes BOEM's response to your request. If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact me by email at boemfoia@boem.gov; by phone at (703) 787-1818; or by postal mail at
FOIA Office; Bureau of Ocean Energy Management; Mail Stop: VAM-BOEM DIR; 45600
Woodland Road; Sterling, VA 20166.
Sincerely,

Natasha Alcantara
Freedom of Information Act Officer/Public Liaison

Attachments: As stated

Signed by: Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
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Enclosure
GAO-16-742 Draft Report
Department of the Interior Comments
Page
Comment
General
Some information about the collaboration regarding the special salary rates is
Comment incorrect. For example, BSEE had many meetings with the Department and talked
about which series were going to be included in the request. Also, BOEM was made
aware of this information on numerous occasions.
General
The report does not acknowledge that although the three bureaus’ oil and gas
Comment programs may be comparable in size, there is a significant difference in overall size
between the larger BLM and the much smaller BSEE. BLM has additional resources
for training due to a larger overall resource pool in a training center used by the
multiple programs that are needed to manage onshore federal lands, including
Contract Officer Representative training, leadership and management training, IT
training and pest and pesticide training. In addition, the BLM Training Center has
been operating for over 20 years and the BSEE training program is in the third year
of operation.
As the report points out, BLM has 59 staff operating the 72,454 square foot training
center in Phoenix, of whom 10 are assigned to coursework associated with Minerals
and Realty Management. The Training Center provides oil and gas management
courses as needed, but not necessarily each year, including two petroleum
engineering modules, the six PET inspection modules and occasional vendor
provided training on specific topics such as well-bore integrity, as the budget
allows. However, using approximately 6 staff, supported by senior management
oversight, the training model developed by BSEE has allowed BSEE inspectors and
engineers access to a substantial number of additional training opportunities specific
to their responsibilities. In 2016, The BSEE will provide for 30 different courses 39
times for Inspectors and 32 different courses 63 times for engineers. In addition, the
courses Petroleum Engineering for Non Engineers and Project Risk Analysis will be
taught six times for other critical BSEE technical staff who are not engineers or
inspectors.
At the beginning of development for the BSEE training program, BSEE staff talked
with and conducted site visits with their counterpart staff at the BLM Training Center
and performed reviews of the BLM Certification Handbook and training programs to
seek collaboration opportunities and determine which material may be part of
BSEE's training framework. BSEE and BLM and developed and agreement to attend
classes whose curriculum would meet the other agency’s training needs.
Subsequently, BSEE has sent staff that work on Petroleum Measurement to the
BLM's Measurement modules. In addition, BSEE and BLM cooperated on creating
the BSEET 3D Drilling Rig Tour, which is an online simulation course.
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BSEE also discussed with BLM the possibility of developing an official MOU to
coordinate technical training with BLM. However, it was determined by both
training staff that an agreement was not necessary at that time because they were
coordinating as much as they could already, considering the significant differences in
training needs between onshore and offshore inspectors and engineers. But, BLM
offered to share their production studios with BSEE to make short training videos, as
needed, and BSEE will develop opportunities to take advantage of this collaboration.
In addition, the report fails to acknowledge the vastly different skill sets needed to
inspect or permit the equipment needed for onshore versus offshore facilities and the
rapid increase in oil and gas technology for drilling and production operations in
deep water and extreme environments. Onshore and offshore exploration uses very
different equipment and technology. The risks, particularly in drilling and production
in deep water, are different. The surface spacing and subsurface challenges are also
very different. It would be a difficult—and expensive—task to continuously update
canned certification modules and tests to keep pace with the technology changes in
the offshore oil and gas industry. For this reason BSEE chose to rely on vendors,
rather than in-house expertise, to provide up-to-date training for inspectors and
engineers and then to allow inspection and engineering supervisors to manage how to
apply that knowledge to permit approvals or offshore inspections. The training
courses are continuously vetted by the training staff to assure that the most up-to-date
information is available to BSEE inspectors and engineers.
The report also does not recognize the fact that, although in BSEE the Level II
inspector does not receive a formal certificate, they receive hands-on personal
evaluation and approval from a Supervisory Inspector. This supervisory approval is
taken very seriously and confirms that the Level II inspector has attained all of the
knowledge necessary through course work and supervised on-the-job training—and,
more importantly, that they have sufficiently demonstrated these skills in the field—
to become a Level III Inspector. The official supervisory approval allows them be
put on the inspection schedule by the District Manager as a credentialed Inspector
performing inspections without direct supervision. The first independent inspection
means more than a certificate; it means that BSEE has determined that the individual
inspector attained skills and knowledge to represent their organization in the field.
The evaluation and approval by a supervisor to move to Level III is more than
confirmation that course work has been taken and applied; that the regulations and
standards for offshore oil and gas are understood; or that they know how to look for
Potential Incidents of Non-Compliance. The supervisor also verifies that the Level II
inspector has the right interpersonal skills to interact in a professional manner with
offshore operators as a federal regulator, that they understand how to identify safety
issues and, now that SEMS has been implemented, increasingly how to evaluate the
safety culture on offshore facilities. These are skills best developed through on-thejob training and direct supervision.
BSEE believes the training model it has developed is the correct one to carry out its
2
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authorities and responsibilities. Although it is a new program and still in the
development and improvement phase, it is the best model for BSEE to train its
inspectors and engineers to fulfill its responsibilities to continuously improve safety
and environmental protection in the offshore oil and gas industry.
General
Suggest:
Comment
- Adding a discussion regarding skill set differences of offshore vs. onshore training.
- Adding definitions of types of employees and their key responsibilities or position
descriptions based on series.
- Removing BLM from the offshore retention discussion.
- Adding language for BSEE joint training with the United States Coast Guard
(USCG) for joint inspections on rigs and joint incident investigations.
- Adding a discussion on the distinction between inspectors and investigators.
General
Data Model.
Comment
Suggest:
- Removal of non-Interior employees
- Adding data on use of available hiring programs. i.e. veteran's wives, veterans,
diversity factors etc.
- Adding performance evaluation factors as a category, did certain employees who
received lower evaluations use that as a motivating factor for resignation?
14
Footnote 35 indicates the Standard and Poor’s 500 Energy Index was used as a proxy
for the Oil and Gas Market. This probably does hold some truth, in general, for all
facets of the overall energy market, but is probably not a valid index to use to make
assumptions about hiring in the oil and gas industry. As has been demonstrated in
the past, after a downturn, hiring does not rebound as quickly as the
market. Companies are usually cautious; waiting to make sure the market has
actually turned around. In addition, many companies turn to technology during the
downturn, have learned to be more efficient and have gotten rid of some “dead
weight” in programs or positions that they were able to afford before the downturn.
Therefore, these positions will not be filled or, at least, not filled for several
years. Also, even in a downturn, many companies hold onto key positions, such as
senior engineers, as long as possible. A downturn in the market does not necessarily
mean layoffs for these positions and, therefore, result in subsequent hiring in the
upturn. For many companies, it takes a long time for engineers and others in key
positions to be laid off. It is more likely that other non-key positions will be laid off
first and not necessarily hired back in lock-step with the S&P Index.
14-15

GAO should consider re-running its model using more recent data to capture the
effects of current oil and gas market conditions on hiring, incentives, and recruiting.

17

The discussion of BOEM’s consideration of a special salary rate for natural resource
specialists does not track with what occurred. BOEM managers were aware that a
special salary rate could be requested for these positions, with sufficient justification.
BOEM managers, including managers from all of BOEM’s regions, discussed
whether BOEM should make such a request. The consensus among BOEM’s
managers, including those in its Gulf of Mexico Region, was that recruitment and
3
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retention for these positions were not a problem, and this consensus was consistent
with what BOEM’s personnel data showed. Further, the statement that BOEM
would be at a disadvantage in competing with BLM for natural resource specialists is
generally not true. The only location where BOEM and BLM are in direct
competition is in Anchorage, where BOEM’s Alaska Region remains competitive in
filling its environmental positions.
21

The bullet on BOEM, while accurate, does not fully reflect the level of effort in
providing training opportunities for geologists, geophysicists and petroleum
engineers in the Gulf of Mexico Region, where most of BOEM’s employees in these
job series are located. For example, in the Gulf’s Office of Resource Evaluation
(RE), managers, supervisors and employees coordinate the development of training
curricula. BOEM RE has identified "core" training courses that address the core
competencies needed by its employees and offers more training opportunities to
geologists, geophysicists and engineers than have been offered in the past.

23

BSEE acknowledges that complete independent evaluations of the training program
have not been implemented. The BSEE training program has been in existence for
less than three years and is only now getting to a maturity that warrants outside
review. In addition, the BSEE training program has undergone extensive internal
review at the most senior levels of BSEE including the Deputy Director and Director,
and has had continuous oversight by a Governing Board comprising every Regional
Director and the Chief of the Offshore Regulatory Program. Because the BSEE
training program has progressed exceptionally well in 3 years, it has become ready
for additional external review and BSEE is initiating two reviews in 2016.

25

25

BSEE also believes that its training program, in conjunction with the personal
evaluation provided by a supervisory inspector, does provide a certification for
its inspectors that are codified by allowing them to perform independent inspections
once they are designated as a Level III Inspector. The training program is a 4-Tier
training program outlined in the IPD 2013-04 Training Performance Levels for
Inspectors. This policy document requires each inspector to complete each level of
training, including On the Job (OJT) requirements, prior to being moved to the next
Inspector level. Upon completion of each level, the Inspector’s supervisor is
required to verify the inspector has successfully completed the applicable level and is
authorized to move to the next level. BSEE believes that this is the best model for
the agency to perform its responsibilities regulating offshore oil and gas activities.
The statement concerning “BOEM utilizing BSEE's training program" does not
recognize the substantial differences in the job responsibilities, and thus the training
needs, for oil and gas professionals in the two bureaus. For example, BOEM’s
petroleum engineers are mainly focused on identification, interpretation, and
quantification of oil and gas volumes that have been discovered and are yet to be
discovered, while BSEE’s focus on drilling and safety.
BSEE Alaska Outer Continental Shelf Region (AKOCS) routinely invites BOEM
AK employees to technical training when seats are available, which is most of the
time. BOEM has taken advantage of those opportunities.
4
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25 para 1

25 para 2
25 para 3

BSEE reviewed BLM’s certification program and found that in 2012 the attrition rate
for their program was at approximately 30 percent. Therefore, BSEE recognized that
because of its small numbers they would need to develop a framework that would
support its smaller numbers, and in 2012 BSEE drafted the framework for a
comprehensive certification program. However after the roles and responsibilities of
the new BSEE organization became better understood, in 2013, the Director
determined that the existing training model was best aligned with the BSEE’s
organizational goals to sustain a well-trained, high-performing, and diverse
workforce.
Currently, BSEE sends Inspectors and Engineers to the Module 4, 5, and 6 gas and
oil measurement courses.
In 2012 BSEE initiated communication with the BLM National Training Center
which agreed the use of their video rooms and other technology to assist in in-house
course development. Also, see comment for Page 25 para 2.
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